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During the late 1960's and early 1970's, many inner city
community representatives in various American cities expressed
the need for more competent city planners with special expertise
in social and political planning and who had a special sensitiv-
ity concerning life in inner city areas, due to personal experi-
ence.
In 1969 and 1970 in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the
Urban Studies and Planning Department of the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, the City Demonstration Agency of Boston
(Model Cities), and the Office of Planning and Program Coordi-
nation of the Executive Office for Administration and Finance
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts planned efforts to recruit
and train minority inner city residents (Negro, Spanish speak-
ing, American Indian, Chinese) in City Planning.
This paper primarily explores the problems in planning the
Community City Planning Training Program, sponsored by Model
Cities. The problems, successes and failures in the planning
of the Minority Work Study Program, sponsored by the Office of
Planning and Program Coordination, and the recruitment of mi-
nority students by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
are discussed and compared to the Model Cities effort.
The paper also discusses the author's ideas and suggestions
for training minority people in city planning for work, speci-
fically in inner city areas, and suggests why some of the train-
ing efforts discussed in the paper, were more successful than
others.
Thesis Supervisor: Herbert Gans
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PREFACE
Many American cities are faced with a shortage of profes-
sional city planners to aid in solving social, political,
transportation and physical planning problems. This shortage
can be especially seen in inner city areas.
During 1970, the need for city planners was recognized,
and some agencies and institutions began attempts to train more
persons in the field. Certain efforts were successful, others
were not. Nevertheless, if the shortage of city planners con-
tinues and agencies continue to wish to train people to become
planners, there should be studies of past programs to which
these agencies can look for guidance. In this paper, the author
will examine one program to train planners in depth and compare
it to two other efforts.
The author feels that a study of this nature could be use-
ful to institutions wishing to train inner city residents to
become city planners. By examining the planning problems and
successes of other programs and comparing them to local situ-
ations, institutions could decide what forms their programs
might assume. This paper will, hopefully, contribute to the
knowledge of city planning education and training.
The author is writing about a program in which she was in-
volved. It was during her involvement that she decided to
write this thesis. The author was an employee of the City
Planning Department of Model Cities during the planning of the
CPTP. Knowing that reproduction of certain Model Cities docu-
ments was illegal, the author deliberately and painstakingly
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began to compile a personal file of documents to be used as
aids in this study, prior to their consolidation in contract
form.
The file contains the preliminary Training Program for
Black Planners proposal, the revised proposal ideas, Model
Cities financial reports, budgets, some student applications,
memorandums and letters from Model Cities officials, minutes of
meetings and observations, written at the time by the author.
This file will be referred to as Paulette Jones, Personal File.
The author will also use interviews in this paper.
Realizing that much of the information presented in this
paper might present Model Cities somewhat negatively, the author
interviewed all of the principals and low ranking MC employees,
mentioned in this paper, five months after the planning period
of the CPTP. Each was asked to give his own appraisal of the
CPTP, for the author realized that it would be difficult to
evaluate objectively a program in which she had taken part.
To greatly decrease any prejudice, the author quotes many of
the principals verbatim, for paraphrasing sometimes changes the
meanings of statements.
The author's interest in the subject of city planning edu-
cation stems from the author's prior background in the field of
education (B.S. Secondary Education, State University College
of Buffalo), her feeling that there is a need for city planners
in low income areas, and her coursework in educational planning
and administration at the Harvard Graduate School of Education
(September-December 1970).
1INTRODUCTION
There is an urgent need in many inner city areas for City
Planners who have expertise in planning and initiating social,
health, education, recreation, zoning, transportation and phys-
ical planning services, while remaining sensitive to the needs
of the poor and minority groups. These planners must be able
to interact with and build the confidence of inner city resi-
dents in the programs being planned and the groups planning
them.1
The recognition of this need in Boston, Massachusetts, in
1970, led to the planning and initiation of a program by the
Boston Model Cities Administration to train persons in city
planning who hopefully had this sensitivity.
This program was first named the Training Program for
Black Planners. It was to train inner city residents with pre-
vious college experience, by enrolling them in evening classes
at the Metropolitan College of Boston University and providing
2
work-study experiences in city planning.
Other institutions have also recognized the need for "sen-
sitized" city planners. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has
begun planning the Minority Work Study Program (MWSP), which
will train Black and Puerto Rican college graduates or near
college graduates in comprehensive city and regional planning
1Proposal for the Training Program for Black Planners,
City Planning Department of the City Demonstration Agency of
Boston (Model Cities), April 8, 1970, p. 1.
2Ibid.
2to earn a Master's Degree in Education with a major in Educa-
tional Planning from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.3
The Department of Urban Studies and Planning of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology chose to recruit students whom
they considered "effective representatives of heretofore under-
represented constituencies" due to race, economic condition
and community experience in the inner city. Their sensitivity
to the inner city and the training they received from MIT will
hopefully answer the crying need for sensitized qualified plan-
ners in the inner city.4
This study will examine the planning problems of the Train-
ing Program for Black Planners, whose name was later changed to
the Model Cities Community City Planner Training Program. Hence-
forth, the program will be referred to as the Community Planner
Training Program or the CPTP. The hypothesis is that a program
with the ideas and aims of the CPTP could produce the type of
planners needed in the Model Cities (inner city) area, however,
the 1970-1971 CPTP was handicapped seriously by six factors
from its commencement.
Two of the factors, Model Cities could exercise little
control over. These factors were usually difficult to change,
imposed by other agents, and were in existence prior to the
Model Cities effort to train city planners. They were:
3 Interview with Mr. Paul Marsh, member of the staff of the
Department of Planning and Programming Coordination of the Exec-
utive Office of Aministration and Finance for the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, March 16, 1971.
4 Interview with Professor John Tasker Howard, former Depart-
ment Chairman of the Department of Urban Studies and Planning
Department of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
3Lack of Time
The Model Cities Planning Staff had to plan and im-
plement the CPTP while the resources were available.
The funds used to plan the CPTP were funds which re-
mained from the Model Cities First Action Year. These
funds had to be used by July 1, 1971. These funds
were discovered in April 1970, and the program was ap-
proved to begin in September 1970. This left planning
time of six months.
Academic Traditions, Rules and Politics
Model Cities and Boston University were extremely
distrustful of each other during negotiations due
to past negotiation experiences. Thus, negotiations
were prolonged.
However, the Model Cities staff had more control over four
other factors affecting the CPTP. These factors were a direct
result of actions and reactions of the Model Cities staff and
could have been decreased and, in some cases, eliminated to al-
low for a more coordinated, cohesive and secure program. They
were:
Low Priority
The CPTP was never high enough among the priorities
of the Model Cities City Planning Department Offi-
cials to merit the attention, staff allotment, guidance
and commitment needed to make the program successful.
Training
Model Cities City Planning Staff was in disagreement
4concerning the skills the trainees were to obtain
and did not know which methods of training would
best prepare the trainees for skilled work in the
inner city.
Planning
The Model Cities Staff members did not know how to
combine and coordinate forces to insure a united
front, when dealing with other institutions, and
received little aid from C.P. Department Officials.
Disorganization
The lack of organization in planning contributed to
the overlooking of the time factor, no deadlines for
work, few meetings, uncoordinated negotiations and
no reviews of progress. This led to duplication of
some aspects of planning and wasting of time.
It is the author's hypothesis that the factors over which
Model Cities had more control were more important in handicap-
ping the CPTP, for these variables were the ones perceived by
the community, resulting in an atmosphere of distrust and re-
sentfulness among the applicants and chosen trainees. This prob-
lem lowered the credibility of the CPTP with the community re-
sidents. Failure to maintain credibility by an organization
could result in a decrease in the number of applicants for com-
munity programs or/and a change in the type of applicant. Res-
ponsible citizens might think twice before becoming part of an
insecure program.
This study will compare and contrast the problems of planning
5the three programs described previously. The latter two ef-
forts mentioned will be discussed only, so that comparisons to
the CPTP can be made.
6I. THE COMMUNITY CITY PLANNING TRAINING PROGRAM
THE ORIGINAL PROPOSAL
During the first action year of the City Demonstration
Agency (Model Cities), there was a general feeling within the
Administration that more city planners were needed from minor-
ity races who could identify with the residents and problems of
the Model Cities Area.
In March 1970, Boston Model Cities was informed by the De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development that it was unlikely
that all of the funds designated for use during the First Action
Year would be completely utilized. Boston Model Cities was
asked to propose one year "one shot" experimental programs for
which this money could be used. Thus, Boston Model Cities City
Planning Department decided to design a program to train Black
persons to become city planners. 2
Mr. Andrew Schiffrin and Mrs. Laura Clausen submitted a pro-
posal entitled "Training Program for Black Planners." One rea-
son stated for establishment of the program was to "use unex-
pended Model Cities first year funds."
The program was to train Black residents of the Model
Cities Area who had previous college experience and wanted
lPaulette Jones, Personal File of memorandums, official
documents, minutes and observations, recorded while working in
the Department of Physical Planning, City Demonstration Agency,
(Model Cities) from May 1970 to September 1970.
2 Interview with Dr. Barbara Jackson, Assistant Administra-
tor for Education and Training of the City Demonstration Agency
of Boston, Massachusetts, March 25, 1971.
7careers in planning. The trainees were to take college courses
on a part time basis while also completing work study assign-
ments for the Model Cities City Planning Department. Upon com-
pletion of their training, they would hopefully be admitted to
a graduate school of city planning.
It was anticipated that the entire program would encompass
four years and that the trainees would receive $7,000 per year
stipends, based upon the salary earned by the community residents
hired to work as planning aides in 1969.
The work study assignments were designed to provide the
trainees with the necessary contact with the inner city and
with skills to successfully undertake graduate work in City
Planning. Each student was not to spend more than half of the
total work time attending classes, where he would study mathe-
matics, social science, communications, biology and art from
courses to be given by the Model Cities Higher Education Pro-
gram, the Area University and College Extension Course Program,
and instructors hired specifically for the training program.
The proposal for the Training Program for Black Planners
stated that trainees were also to learn design, execution of
physical surveys, problem identification and solving, land use
planning, preparation of funding proposals, coordination of the
activities of agencies, the preparation of urban renewal appli-
cations, design work with site plans and specific facilities
and the plotting of social, political, economic and physical
data.
The trainees were to be evaluated at three week intervals
by a Model Cities City Planning Department staff member, serving
8as their supervisor. The proposal did not state how the train-
ees were to be evaluated. However, an unsatisfactory rating
could remove a trainee from the program.
The proposal for the Training Program for Black Planners
explained that trainees were to be selected on the basis of
their commitment to the program, ability to succeed, amount of
college credits, and their residency in the Model Cities Area.
The recruitment procedure was not specified in the proposal.
The trainees were to be selected after being reviewed by the
Model Cities City Planning and Personnel Departments.
The program was to be financed by MC Training funds, Massa-
chusetts Department of Community Affairs Grants, Federal Sur-
vey and Planning Funds, and the City Planning Department Bud-
get.3
3Training Program for Black Planners, loc. cit.
9II. THE COMMUNITY CITY PLANNING TRAINING PROGRAM
THE REVISED PROPOSAL
The plan was approved by the Model Cities Administration,
for it could add more Blacks to the Model Cities staff. The
Administration instructed Mr. Edward Teitcher, Chief of Phys-
ical Planning, to clarify eligibility requirements and attempt
to negotiate the plan with local graduate schools.
The staff of the Planning Department consisted of the Chief
of Physical Planning, two City Planners, one architect, one
planning specialist, and three community resident planning aides
in 1970. In late May 1970, a junior planner, Miss Paulette
Jones, the author, was hired by the Department. She was given
the rank of "junior planner," because she had not yet completed
work on her Master of City Planning Degree.
Miss Jones was assigned to work on the Training Program
for Black Planners by the Chief of Physical Planning, although
she had never before planned an educational program. She was
assigned to work with Mr. Schiffrin, replacing Mrs. Clausen who
was now assigned to other tasks. During the month of June,
Mr. Schiffrin was assigned to establish contact with city plan-
ning schools, while Miss Jones was assigned to divide her time
in rewriting the proposal, working in the Recreation Department,
and attending meetings when needed.
When asked by Miss Jones for suggestions as to how to begin
the revision procedure, the Planning Chief gave only one reason
for one needed change. The Planning Chief felt that the pro-
gram would not receive the approval of City Hall if it appeared
to be designed for Blacks only, since the MC area also has white
and Spanish residents. The proposal had to be expanded to in-
clude all groups. The Chief of Planning decided that the name
of the program would be changed from the Training Program for
Black Planners to the Model Cities Community City Planning Train-
ing Program (CPTP), so as to give the impression that all races
were eligible. However, only Blacks and Spanish persons would
be chosen. Miss Jones was not told which other changes were to
be made in the program, although the Chief of Planning did want
the new proposal to be based upon the original one.
Miss Jones and Mr. Schiffrin learned that the local gradu-
ate planning schools would be willing to waive some academic
requirements to admit Blacks from CPTP; however, the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, Harvard University, and Boston
University were not yet willing to admit any students to their
graduate programs who had backgrounds of MC courses rather than
accredited college courses and degrees. Even if applicants had
Bachelor Degrees from accredited colleges, the local planning
schools could not guarantee their admission.
The expected duration of the program was not changed from
four years. It was expected that many of the trainees might
not receive credits from previous educational institutions due
to the caliber of the courses. Also, it was expected that a
trainee with only six months previous college experience would
take longer to finish the program than a person with three and
a half years of previous college work.
The goal of gaining admittance for trainees to graduate
schools remained as the focal point of the program. While
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revising the proposal, Miss Jones sought information from the
Chief of Planning concerning ideas on what skills the planner
should gain and alternatives to the work-study concept in plan-
ner training. None of the staff members had sought information
concerning the training of planners by other institutions nor
had they decided which skills they wished the trainees to gain.
Mr. Teitcher expressed the wish to get these students into grad-
uate schools without bachelor degrees. Mr. Schiffrin felt a
degree was important to insure the trainee's admission to grad-
uate schools.
The work-study component remained in the proposal, however,
the nature of the experience was redefined. Originally, the
trainees were to work under the supervision and within the Model
Cities City Planning Department. The new proposal allowed
trainees to be assigned to any agency, for not more than twenty
hours per week, which would "contribute to the trainee's under-
standing of city planning."
One major revision in the program was to concentrate it in
a university. By doing so, the trainees would not take MC
courses, but the courses given by the chosen institution. This
decision resulted from the early meetings with graduate schools
of planning representatives.
In the revised proposal, all trainees were to take twelve
hours of courses per semester. This differed from the original
proposal which allowed students to take courses depending upon
their background. Students who were not seniors would be com-
pelled to attend summer sessions. All credits would be appli-
cable to a Bachelor's Degree to be awarded by the chosen college.
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The revised proposal called for the hiring of a supervisor
to coordinate the program under the administration of the chosen
college and a counselor (either a MC employee or a local Black
graduate planning student) to counsel students on academic and
non-academic problems. MC was to recruit, interview, and recom-
mend prospective trainees. The applicants were to have at least
some college experience. Two years of experience was preferred.
There were no specifications as to how the trainees were to be
recruited. The original proposal called for payment to the
trainees of a $7,000 salary per year. The revised proposal did
not change the salaries, but decided to divide them for tax pur-
poses. The $7,000 was to be divided into a $4,000 salary for
work-study and a $3,000 stipend. Taxes would only be paid on
the $4,000 salary.
The first proposal was written for a budget of $50,000.
Only five ti six persons were to be trained. Miss Jones was
informed that the budget for the CPTP was being increased to
$80,000 (the Deputy Administrator favored the program), and
that eight students were to be planned for.
New employees of the MC City Planning Staff were usually
assigned to work with experienced staff members on projects
befitting their talents. Miss Jones was assigned to the CPTP,
because she was a city planning graduate student. However,
neither she nor Mr. Schiffrin were able to plan and negotiate
the program in the short time period allotted. Each asked for
aid.
In the month of June, three junior planners were hired to
work in the Planning Department. All of these new junior planners
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had completed academic work in political science and education.
All of them had at least one year's background in planning com-
munity related programs. One junior planner had a background
in Urban Affairs and city government and planning. Her experi-
ence was both practical and academic. The Chief of Planning
learned of the backgrounds of these junior planners upon their
application for the positions. However, none of these junior
planners were assigned to work on the CPTP nor contribute any
input to the planning of the program. In fact, one junior plan-
ner offered to help revise the CPTP and was assigned to work in
the Department of Recreation. During the planning period of
the CPTP, the three junior planners claimed 40% of their time
was spent seeking work assignments.
The author feels that this action by the Chief of Planning
may have been a political one. Interviews with Model Cities
Staff members showed that the City Planning Department was con-
stantly under fire by membersof the community, other Model Cities
Departments, and the high level Model Cities Administrators for
not hiring many Blacks, placing those hired in the lowest posi-
tions, and keeping many of the Department's activities secret
from the Administration. During staff meetings, the author
witnessed City Planning Department Officials make hushed nega-
tive remarks about the personalities of the Administrator and
Deputy Administrator. There seemed to be a tug of war between
the Administration and the City Planning Department, the ori-
gins of which the author could not learn. Numerous times, Miss
Jones was asked about the activities of the City Planning De-
partment and its Chief by high ranking Model Cities Officials.
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There is a possibility that the three junior planners were hired
to satisfy Model Cities high level administrators, and that a
displeased Mr. Teitcher retaliated by not giving these employees
work assignments and not pushing the CPTP. However, the author
can only speculate.
A young law student with no experience in planning educa-
tional programs was assigned to help Miss Jones on a part time
basis. No community residents were asked for input nor were
any Black City Planners, although the Deputy Administrator of
the Boston Model Cities is a Black City Planner. Little time
was taken for the review of the revised proposal due to the
length of time taken for the revision process.
The vacations of various staff members also contributed
to the extension of revision time. Mr. Teitcher vacationed for
three weeks in June, leaving only Mr. Schiffrin, who had no time
to coordinate all of the department's programs and also give
special attention to the CPTP. Mr. Schiffrin vacationed when
Mr. Teitcher returned, halting the negotiations and fact-finding
meetings with local city planning schools concerning the CPTP.
Mr. Smith, Director of Recreation, left many of his recreation
programs under Miss Jones' supervision while vacationing. This
limited the time for work on the CPTP.
During the revision period, Miss Jones was given only one
deadline for one of her assignments. This occurred when the
Chief of Planning was vacationing. In an interview, Mr. Schiff-
rin stated that neither he nor Mrs. Clausen were ever given a
deadline while writing the original proposal for the CPTP.
It was common knowledge among staff members that contracts
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sometimes were negotiated from six weeks to two months before
they were completely signed and valid. It was also common
knowledge that the Mayor's signature was needed on the CPTP
contract, but due to election campaign activities, his signa-
ture was sometimes difficult to obtain. Thus, the initiation
of the CPTP was prolonged.
The political climate of the community during the planning
of the CPTP was one of constant turmoil. The Spanish and poor
white communities felt that the Black community was receiving
more than their share of benefits from the MC programs. Inter-
views with MC employees showed that the complaints were justi-
fied. The name change was a safety valve to alleviate con-
frontations between the community's ethnic groups.
The traditional academic climate of the graduate schools
of planning affected the revisions. Also, having to "play
politics," the representatives of the graduate schools were al-
most certain that their academic boards would not accept MC
courses on an equal basis with courses from accredited colleges.
New proposals such as the CPTP take time to initiate. MC did
not have the time to wait until the academic communities ap-
proved their program. It was much easier to adapt the CPTP to
the programs of the colleges.2
1The Spanish alliance protested verbally, until Model Cities
began a summer recreation for Spanish speaking residents. Prior
to that time, there were no programs serving a majority of Spanish
people in Roxbury.
2The material in this chapter was taken from the revised Model
Cities Community City Planning Training Program proposal, minutes
of meetings with various universities, observations of department
activities recorded by the author, and interviews with Model Cities
personnel which are contained in Jones, Personal File, loc. cit.
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III. THE COMMUNITY CITY PLANNING TRAINING PROGRAM
THE NEGOTIATION PERIOD
In May, graduate schools were canvassed by Miss Jones and
Mr. Schiffrin to see if they had departments of urban affairs
or planning. Boston College, Harvard University, Tufts Univer-
sity, Brandeis University and the University of Massachusetts
were all rejected as possibilities for training studentsfor
each institution was either too distant for easy accessibility,
did not grant graduate degrees in City Planning, or did not
have a diverse enough program as judged by the MC City Planning
staff.
Talks with representatives of the Department of Urban Stu-
dies and Planning of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and the Urban Institute of Boston University continued. Mr.
Schiffrin and Miss Jones met with MIT Urban Studies Department
Professor Ralph Gakenheimer in June. Talks with Professor Gaken-
heimer established that MIT wanted more minority students. The
fact that the students from the then Training Program for Black
Planners were poor and were once college drop-outs was of no
concern, but MIT was more receptive to admitting graduate stu-
dents who would not have to be tutored. They were skeptical
about MC's wish to control the program and the students. There-
fore, MIT could not guarantee the admission nor the ultimate
graduation of the students in the Training Program for Black
Planners, as the program was originally written. Boston Univer-
sity's Urban Institute and Metropolitan College had the same
reservations concerning the Training Program for Black Planners.
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Officials of BU stated that it was the policy of the University
to admit only persons with Bachelor's Degrees. These findings
completely shattered all hopes of the MC City Planning staff
that the students of the Training Program for Black Planners
would be acceptable for graduate work without Bachelor's Degrees.
Thus, Mr. Schiffrin and Miss Jones negotiated with MIT and BU
by utilizing another approach. Model Cities now sought services
from either university, so that they could locate the CPTP in
the institution as an undergraduate program. This decision au-
tomatically disqualified MIT as a prospective host, for in June,
Professor Gakenheimer seemed unsure that the newly planned un-
dergraduate program would be underway by September 1970. The
MC City Planning Department could not risk gambling on the MIT
program beginning in September. Thus, the Urban Institute and
Metropolitan College of Boston University gained top priority
as program "hosts" in the eyes of the MC City Planning staff.
Metropolitan College granted Bachelor Degrees in Urban Af-
fairs. Many of the courses offered there were similar in con-
tent to those offered on the graduate level at MIT. Their pro-
gram seemed quite stable. The majority of the City Planning
staff felt that by sub-contracting the program to Metropolitan
College, the CPTP trainees could earn a Bachelor's Degree in
Urban Affairs, which might cast a more favorable light upon
their applications for graduate schools. Also, if area graduate
schools denied the CPTP trainees admission, their past perfor-
mance at BU might enhance their chances for being admitted to
continue study there on the graduate level. Boston University
Metropolitan College also grants Master's Degrees in Urban Affairs.
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A person with a degree of this type could work as a City Plan-
ner in some employment situations.
Boston University agreed to the suggestions of the final
proposal with some exceptions. Students would not be allowed
to take MC courses nor any course from non-accredited institu-
tions for credit toward a degree. Also, the trainees of the
CPTP were not to be accepted as matriculated upon their accep-
tance in the program. Instead, each trainee, upon acceptance
to the CPTP, was to submit his records from the institution he
attended prior to applying for the CPTP. If Metropolitan Col-
lege judged his credentials favorably, he could matriculate.
If a trainee's credentials were judged negatively, he could be
denied matriculation. This was agreed to by Model Cities offi-
cials, however, lower ranked MC staff were led to believe that
the students would be considered matriculated upon their accep-
tance by MC and Boston University.
Boston University wanted an indirect cost factor in addi-
tion to tuition for eight students and overhead. An indirect
cost factor occurs when the contractor sets a percentage of the
contract money aside to be put in the general funds of the sub-
contracting institution for their use. This was a common prac-
tice with some agencies, but not with MC. This is, perhaps, the
only point on which BU had to compromise to obtain the MC con-
tract. BU had to state one percentage for overhead. No indi-
rect cost factors were allowed.
The author learned, while examining employment oppotunities
for city planners that many southern cities (Atlanta and New Orleans
among them)hire persons without city planning degrees to work as
city planners.
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Dr. Barbara Jackson, Assistant Administrator for Education
and Training of MC, felt that the previous inroads her Depart-
ment had made with BU could be used by the City Planning Depart-
ment. For example, Higher Education had already established a
tutoring program at BU for students, sponsored by the MC Higher
Education Program. The CPTP would not have been entitled to
use the facilities, if Dr. Jackson had not informed the City
Planning Department. MC presented a more organized approach
in negotiations after the intervention of Dr. Jackson. Unfor-
tunately, the lack of organization in the approach to negotia-
tions prior to Dr. Jackson's intervention gave the organization
less bargaining power and resulted in MC's having to compromise
to BU on many occasions.
Model Cities staff members never met to discuss their ap-
proach to Boston University negotiations. Each MC staff mem-
ber tended to talk unceasingly to get his idea across to BU.
These actions presented a very disunited front to BU. As Dr.
Jackson stated, "Model Cities' lack of coordination in dealing
with Boston University, Metropolitan College and Urban Insti-
tute resulted in Model Cities' paying full tuition, overhead,
and office fees." 2 If Model Cities Planning Department had
known that the MC Higher Education Department had previously
negotiated with schools and won tuition-free places for students,
they might have been able to try the same approach. They might
have had even more power if an alliance between MC Departments
of Higher Education and City Planning had taken place in the
2 Jackson, Interview, loc. cit.
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early stages of the negotiations.
After prodding by Dr. Jackson, MET College and the Urban
Institute seemed more willing to consider the prospect of giv-
ing credit to MC Higher Education courses. Prior to that time,
BU had been adamant against this. Through their alliance with
the MC Higher Education Department, the City Planning Department
of MC was able to gain free tutoring for the trainees.
One might ask, then, if an alliance between the MC City
Planning Department and the MC Department of Higher Education
could produce more profitable benefits for MC, why was such an
alliance not established in the early stages? When asked by
the author, Dr. Jackson stated that she had called for the al-
liance, not the Planning Department. She did so for two reasons.
First, the Higher Education contacts could be beneficial to the
City Planning Department. Second, if the CP Department proceeded
to negotiate with BU independently, their lack of experience
would show, thus giving BU the impression that they might be
able to negotiate with separate Departments of Model Cities,
play one against the other, and gain by this practice. Any as-
sumption of this nature by BU could be used to the disadvantage
3
of the MC Higher Education Department* Dr. Jackson's move was
a political one, to protect the efforts of her Department from
being undermined either by the City Planning Department of MC
or by BU.
The City Planning Department of MC seemed content to nego-
tiate the contract independently. Dr. Jackson was only included
3 Ibid.
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in one of the meetings between the MET College and Urban Insti-
tute officials and the MC City Planning Department. The Chief
of Planning preferred that only "Planning Department" people at-
tend the meetings. He believed that Planning Department activi-
ties should be kept within the Department. Important decisions
were usually discussed by Mr. Teitcher, Mr. Schiffrin, and Mrs.
Clausen. Lower ranking staff member usually received no expla-
nations upon receiving orders. If Mr. Teitcher were to allow
Dr. Jackson to plan the CPTP with the City Planning Department,
she might have learned much about the Department's activities.
Dr. Jackson was of higher rank than Mr. Teitcher and had the
right to expect this information. Dr. Jackson was not in on
the high level negotiations between top MC administrators and
the higest BU administrators, nor did she know which MC admin-
istrators participated. The negotiations extended to late No-
vember 1970. Although applicants had been recruited, selected,
and had started classes and work assignments, the extension of
these negotiations caused many problems within the program which
will be discussed in detail at a later period. The mayor had
not signed the contract when classes began at MET College. So
that students would not miss any classes, MET College allowed
MC students to attend classes without penalty until the contract
was signed. However, Boston University representatives stated
that they did not have the money to pay students' stipends or
salaries until the contract was signed and MC could begin as-
suming payments. Officials of MET College and Urban Institute
expressed an unwillingness to advance money for payment to
trainees due to previous unhappiness concerning the length of
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negotiations of contracts with the city. Therefore, students
did not receive payments of any type until the contract was
signed. When students, through Miss Jones, who was hired as the
supervisor counselor, sought explanations for the lack of pay-
ment, the Chief of Planning stated that BU should be able to
"get a loan" and pay the trainees until MC could reimburse the
college. He insisted that this could be done. MET College, on
the other hand, insisted that they did not have the money to
risk and implied that they would not use the money, if they had
it. Mr. Joseph Slavett, the negotiating representative of the
Urban Institute, stated that the CPTP negotiations were extended
because MC had an additional contract pending with BU and used
the CPTP contract as leverage to get the other contract signed.4
The author could not find actual proof of this accusation. What
could be documented, however, was the fact that the extended ne-
gotiations and MC management of the problem had a profound ef-
fect upon MC relations with the community concerning the CPTP.
4The material for this entire chapter was taken from
Jones, Personal File, loc. cit.
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IV. THE COMMUNITY CITY PLANNING TRAINING PROGRAM
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Midway during the CPTP negotiations, recruitment for pos-
sible applicants began. Mr. Teitcher gave Miss Jones sugges-
tions as to which methods might be used to advertise the CPTP.
Mr. Teitcher wished to launch an extensive advertising campaign,
which was to begin in late August and continue until the train-
ees were selected. Miss Jones felt that extensive publicity
might bring an overwhelming response and a great many persons
would be disappointed. This might damage Model Cities' public
relations in the community. Mr. Teitcher felt that more nega-
tive community response might result if the CPTP was not adver-
tised greatly, for people not learning of the program would feel
slighted.
First, memorandums were mailed to all Model Cities Area of-
fices as well as the three central MC buildings. The announce-
ment, however, did not appear on radio, nor was it in the local
Black or Puerto Rican newspapers, prior to the selection of the
trainees. One hundred applications were circulated among both
MC employees and employees of other agencies. Thirty-five were
returned.
At first, no decisions were made as to how the eight train-
ees would be selected from the thirty-five applicants. How-
ever, Mr. Teitcher assigned Miss Jones to establish and initiate
the procedure by which students were to be selected. Contrary
to the CPTP proposal, he did not invite the MC Personnel Depart-
ment to aid in selecting the applicants. Using the admission
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criteria listed in the CPTP proposal and the criteria of the
MC Higher Education Program, Miss Jones suggested that prefer-
ence be given to minority group members, MC employees, MC Area
residents, males between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five
and persons already enrolled in the MC Higher Education Program.
It was understood by MC staff that only Blacks and Spanish speak-
ing residents were to be chosen.
Mr. Teitcher did feel strongly that two specific members
of the Model Neighborhood Board should be included in the selec-
tion of applicants. Mrs. Gloria Fox, a Model Neighborhood Board
Education Committee member, and Mr. Wilson Henderson, an employee
of the Model Neighborhood Board, were sought as participants.
Mr. Teitcher insisted that only these two community people be
asked to participate. The Model Neighborhood Board had the
authority to approve all programs planned by the MC staff.
This power was established in the original MC Charter. Mr. Hen-
derson was said by some employees to be sympathetic toward the
MC staff. Mrs. Fox, although a MN Board member, was employed
by another social service agency, which sometimes sponsored pro-
grams similar to those sponsored by MC. Her criticism of MC
was constant, and she had great followings in the community.
To include her in the selection process of the CPTP might les-
sen her criticism of the CPTP and other MC programs.
Mrs. Fox accepted the invitation to aid in the selection
of the CPTP trainees. Mr. Henderson could not be contacted for
lMrs. Fox was the Whittier Street Center Director for the
Area Planning Action Council of Roxbury.
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the invitation. Mr. John Bulliner, Chairman of the Model Neigh-
borhood Board, was finally asked to substitute for Mr. Hender-
son. Mr. Bulliner did not take pleasure in being asked to serve
as a second choice. Being Chairman of the Model Neighborhood
Board, he felt that he should have been asked first. Also caus-
ing friction was the fact that members of the MNB felt that per-
sons from their ranks should have been chosen to act as judges
and to give suggestions for the CPTP, earlier in its planning
period, and that MNB members, not MNB staff, such as Wilson Hen-
derson, should have been chosen.
Mr. Joseph Slavett. of the Urban Institute of Boston Univer-
sity and Dean David C. Campbell of the Metropolitan College of
Boston University served on the CPTP Selection Committee.
Mr. Teitcher felt that he should screen all applicants
and eliminate "unfavorable" applications, prior to their review
by other committee members. When Dr. Jackson objected vehement-
ly, Mr. Teitcher accepted a position on the CPTP Selection Com-
mittee, giving himself the same rights and privileges as other
members of the committee. Dr. Jackson was satisfied, for she
felt that all members of the CPTP Selection Committee should re-
view the applications, giving each applicant an equal chance of
being chosen. Mr. Teitcher also wanted the applicants inter-
viewed by only one member of the Selection Committee (preferably
himself) and have the committee make their decision, based upon
the recommendations of the interviewer. Dr. Jackson objected
once more, stating that all committee members should interview
the applicants and make first hand judgments and decisions.
She also felt that each Judge should review the applications
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and choose fourteen or fifteen persons to be interviewed, due
to lack of time.
Using no particular criteria, each committee member voted
similarly. Fourteen of the applicants were chosen to be inter-
viewed. Of these, three were women, nine had attended college
previously, one was of Spanish descent, seven were employees of
MC, and at least seven were chosen to be interviewed by all of
the judges. Then, using the criteria suggested, the judges
chose eight trainees. Two of the trainees were women, four had
completed two or more years of college, one had completed one
year of college, and three trainees had no previous college ex-
perience. Two of the trainees did not live in the Model Neigh-
borhood Area. In fact, one trainee lived in a neighboring city.2
The trainees were notified by telephone and mail by Miss
Jones. Mr. Teitcher was to notify the rejected applicants. The
letters of rejection were written in early September, but they
were not mailed by Mr. Teicher's newly hired secretary. She
stated that she forgot the task. After negative community re-
action, Dr. Jackson notified the rejected applicants by letter.
Public relations ran sour when residents of the Jamaica
Plain section of the Model Cities Area, which is mostly white,
hear the rumor that the program was for Blacks and Spanish speak-
ing persons. A young caucasian man from the area had applied
and been rejected. When the young man threatened to expose
Model Cities' racist criteria, a very high ranking Model Cities
official wrote the young man personally to explain the situation.
2The trainee lived in the Harvard Square area of Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
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The trainees began classes on September 10, 1970; however,
the CPTP trainees could not begin work-study assignments, because
the Chief of Physical Planning of MC had not assigned a member
of his staff to establish contacts with agencies, concerning
work-study positions. Miss Jones had been assigned to counsel
students, concerning the preparation of their class schedules,
and later was assigned to establish work-study positions for the
trainees. Most agencies either did not need additional per-
sonnel or were not in a position to adequately train or super-
vise the CPTP trainees. As a result, the choice of work-study
positions was severely limited, and Model Cities had no time to
negotiate for adequate supervision and learning experiences for
the trainees. The students began work in September.
Three students were assigned to the State of Massachusetts
for use in the Department of Planning and Programming Coordina-
tion and the Department of Community Affairs. Their duties
ranged from research to data collecting. One student was as-
signed as an architect for an inner city firm. One student was
assigned as a draftsman for a local housing agency. One stu-
dent was assigned as a caseworker for a local housing agency.
One student was assigned as a junior planning aid for a local
social service agency, and one student was assigned as a land
surveyor for a housing firm.
Many of the trainees left low paying, but somewhat stable
employment situations to become part of the CPTP, directly upon
their notofocation of acceptance. During early September, they
were promised their first stipend payment would be issued later
in the month. Due to the delay in signing the CPTP, the students
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did not receive their first financial aid until October 21, 1970.
Miss Jones had been instructed by the Chief of Planning each
week to tell the trainees that they would be paid the following
week. The students became uneasy after two weeks of unfulfilled
promises. After one month of the same, the trainees were furi-
ous. Many of the trainees had no money and could not return to
their former employment situations. Boston University insisted
that MC was delaying the closing of the contract.
Students also questioned why they were being admitted to
classes by letter, rather than by the usual class-card method.
Their curiosity was further aroused, when their names did not
appear on the class registrations as late as the middle of the
term. The students assumed immediately that they were not re-
gistered. They assumed that they were also not matriculated
nor eligible for graduation. They were right. The situation
became more intense as students discussed their feelings with
one another.
Also, CPTP trainees were not issued University identifica-
tion cards, and therefore, could not receive medical care or
utilize library facilities.
When students received no answers from either institution,
they threatened to confront MC officials and leave the program.
The relationship was one of distrust. For example, when the
eight students entered the program and began classes, their en-
thusiasm was immeasurable! Their attendance and class perfor-
mance reflected their attitude. Students with previous college
experience were given upper level courses in urban planning,
sociology, transportation planning, and administration courses.
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Those trainees without previous college experience were enrolled
in lower level sociology and required english courses. The
change was in perseverance and general attitude. The students
were further disillusioned when MC and Boston University offi-
cials failed to take seriously their suggestion of monthly meet-
ings to discuss the negative and positive aspects of CPTP.
The students' evaluation forms of the CPTP were reviewed
by Miss Jones at the end of the first semester (December 1970).
These documents showed that the students had once viewed the
CPTP as an opportunity to gain either a Master of City Planning
Degree or a Bachelor of Urban Affairs Degree within two to four
years. As of December 1970, they viewed the program as a "one-
shot experiment" with themselves as the "guinea-pigs." Several
students, whose ambitions were to become city planners, stated
that they were only remaining in the CPTP to collect the $7,000
per year. Many had given up the ambition to become city plan-
ners. None of the trainees expressed any desire to encourage
other community residents to participate in the CPTP. In fact,
some students stated that they would encourage members of the
community to apply for the CPTP only to obtain the financial
aid. In cases where the trainees had had other misunderstandings
with MC personnel, negative feelings were expressed toward the
3
entire MC agency.
Entire Chapter based upon Jones, Personal File, loc. cit.
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V. ANALYSIS OF THE PLANNING OF THE COMMUNITY
CITY PLANNING TRAINING PROGRAM
The author feels that the MC staff members were wise in de-
ciding to use all monies received from the First Action Year MC
funds to plan and implement new programs as quickly as possible,
for, in February 1971, President Richard M. Nixon announced plans
to discontinue MC as an agency and pool MC funds into Revenue
Sharing Plans. MC officials, knowing that the organization
might remain intact only for a short time, had no choice but to
learn to cope with the lack of program planning time.
There was little the Model Cities City Planning staff could
do to alleviate the problems resulting from the academic tradi-
tion of Boston University. Also, due to MC City Planning staff's
lack of experience in negotiating educational programs, BU was
at a definite advantage. In order that the CPTP contract be
signed and the program initiated, MC had little choice, but to
compromise power.
The lack of research and decisions concerning planning edu-
cation and the failure of the MC City Planning staff to con-
sider the type of student the CPTP would be recruiting, led to
the planning of a learning experience which was not very bene-
ficial to at least one-half of the CPTP-trainees. If MC staff
had asked their colleagues, they would have learned that a very
high proportion of Black college drop-outs in Roxbury are em-
ployed by social and urban planning agencies. A very great ma-
jority of the applicants to the CPTP had completed one year or
more of employment in a position of responsibility with social
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planning agencies in the area.
Upon entering the CPTP, four of the trainees expressed dis-
may that they would have to participate in a work-study effort,
which would curtail their class time and prolong their earning
degrees. They had experienced community involvement prior to
becoming CPTP trainees. Only two of the eight trainees reported
that their work-study assignment actually was a learning expe-
rience that was not a repetition of a past learning experience.
MC officials admitted that few attempts were made to research
methods of planning education that would best suit the trainees.
Later in the semester, Mr. Teitcher proposed that the work-study
element of the CPTP was not very successful and should be re-
placed by an effort to send the trainees to Boston University
on a full time basis. Boston University refused to consider the
change for the 1970-1971 school year, for they wanted to hold
MC to the current CPTP contract which benefited the university
so greatly.
Model Cities used personnel with no experience in planning
the CPTP. As a result, the process was highly disorganized.
This problem of disorganization might have been eliminated, had
the Chief of Physical Planning been willing to assign other,
more experienced members of the planning staff to work with, or
instead of, Miss Jones on the project.
The lack of organization in negotiating with Boston Uni-
versity might have been remedied if the City Planning Department
had utilized the negotiation expertise of Dr. Jackson. Her am-
bition to take over the CPTP could be judged as slim, for the
program needed more specialized attention and expertise than she
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or members of her staff had time to give. Therefore, losing
control of the CPTP was of little threat to MC City Planning
staff. Thus, a compromise might have been made with Dr. Jackson
and her staff to monitor the negotiations in return for allow-
ing two Higher Education students with financial need and an
interest in city planning to become CPTP trainees. The offer
could not have occurred at a more opportune time, for the High-
er Education Program was decreasing stipends to students due
to lack of funds. Some students were being forced to leave the
program. An offer of this nature might have been beneficial to
each department.
Lack of organization in planning and negotiation of the
CPTP resulted in other complications in the program. First, the
time factor was overlooked. Secondly, staff members'schedules
were not assigned so as to provide time to exchange ideas con-
cerning the CPTP. As a result of this lack of "communication,"
many aspects of the planning process of the CPTP were duplicated.
For example, Mr. Schiffrin and Miss Jones both, independently,
sought information concerning admission policies to local gradu-
ate schools of city planning. Miss Jones would not have had to
seek this data, had she been able to meet with Mr. Schiffrin to
discuss his findings. Even more so, if lines of communication
between MC departments had been stronger, Mr. Schiffrin might
have found that the information he sought had previously been
gathered by the MC Higher Education Department and was avail-
able for staff use. Lack of communication led to time loss.
Mr. Teitcher might have lessened the chaos by assigning
deadlines for planning and meeting with staff members to evaluate
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the progress of the CPTP at intervals. Since the program basi-
cally needed few revisions, assigning deadlines could not be
considered unrealistic.
This is not to say that the Chief of Planning had only a
remote interest concerning the activities of his department.
To be sure, most of his efforts were spent working on site plans
and building acquisitions. These were city planning activities.
Since the CPTP was not a city planning activity, the author
feels that it automatically received a lower priority by Mr.
Teitcher.
The low priority of the CPTP handicapped the program most.
This factor was more important than any other, for it was per-
ceived by the MC trainees. The lack of planning time, the poli-
tical climate, and the lack of skill in program planning did af-
fect the trainees, but did not directly cause them inconvenience.
The lack of organization in planning and initiating the program
and the failure of the MC staff to create the image that the MC
staff felt the program was important, conveyed to the trainees
the feeling that MC really did not wish to educate Blacks. In
reality, the City Planning Department of MC was not overly con-
cerned with training anyone.
The CPTP continues to struggle for its very existence.
The program has no funds beyond the 1971 school year, for it
was planned as a "one-shot" program. The MC Agency is fighting
resentment, hostility and distrust of the trainees, many of
whom judge the CPTP as a failure and might leave the program
before the funding ceases. Of the eight trainees, there is a
remote possibility that one will receive a degree in Urban
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Affairs on the Bachelor level in June 1971. No students will
receive Master of City Planning Degrees within the near future
unless they enroll in another training program. The CPTP could
hardly be called successful in its attempt to produce more minor-
ity city planners.1
1 Chapter based upon Jones, Personal File, loc. cit.
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VI. THE MINORITY WORK STUDY PROGRAM OF THE
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
The Minority Work Study Program (MWSP) of the Department
of Planning and Programming Coordination of the Executive Office
for Administration and Finance for the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts is being established, specifically to train minority group
members, sensitive to the inner city, in comprehensive city and
regional planning. This program will be compared to the Model
Cities effort.
The funds for this program and the initial idea originated
from the Department of Housing and Urban Development of the
United States of America. The planners of the program insist
that the MWSP will not be restricted to teaching city planning,
but include regional, state, and neighborhood planning. The
Office of Planning and Programming Coordination (OPPC) began
planning the MWSP in January 1970. The philosophy of the plan
is that "work can provide adequate, in fact, excellent oppor-
tunities for learning, and that such learning is as credible as
that in more purely academic settings."1 The planners of the
MWSP wanted to deviate from the traditional "graduate school"
approach to city planning education, used by the local planning
schools. The curriculum would center around work assignments
and seminars and planning tasks, developed by the OPPC staff.
Secondary emphasis would be placed upon formal course work.
One purpose of the program was to closely relate the activities
lMarsh, Interview, loc. cit.
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of the trainees with OPPC activities and the activities of other
state, federal and local agencies. Another purpose of the pro-
gram would be to give ten Black and Puerto Rican inner city re-
sidents training in city planning.2 The MWSP was to progress
through a planning stage and an implementation stage. The OPPC
planners asked HUD to fund a three month planning period from
June to September 1970, for which a planner, a training officer,
an evaluator, two planning interns, and a secretary would be
hired. The planner was to establish an exact relationship be-
tween the OPPC and the University of Massachusetts at Boston,
who was to provide the academic setting for the MWSP. The plan-
ner's duties included planning space and classwork arrangements,
recruiting and hiring professors to teach courses, establishing
procedures and practices for earning class credit and degrees
from the University of Massachusetts. The planner was to select
and admit students to the program, develop and select materials
which would bridge the gap between practical planning experi-
ence and traditional educational methods, supply raw data and
all necessary supplies, and seek additional funding for the MWSP.
The training officer was to decide and explain which work
study projects would provide the best learning experience for
trainees. He would also supervise the trainees and prepare them
for placement in State agencies upon the receipt of their degrees.
The Evaluator was to evaluate the program from the point
of view of the interns, the OPPC, and the University, so that
HUD might review the program's progress.
2 Ibid.
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Two Planning interns were to be selected to assist full-
time in planning the MWSP. They were to be chosen as interns
when the program was finally established.
Mr. Joseph Beckman, a professor and scholar, was hired to
act as planner for the MWSP. Mr. Sam Bell and Mr. Frank Mitchell,
two Roxbury residents, were chosen as the Planning Interns. Many
of the objectives and specifications of the program had already
been established by the OPPC staff, prior to the hiring of the
above-mentioned personnel. Thus, Mr. Beckman and his staff
could begin directly fulfilling the tasks assigned to them by
the proposal. They had the privilege of adding to or question-
ing and, finally, changing objectives and specifications, but
neither Mr. Beckman nor his staff had to write the entire pro-
3gram.
Mr. Beckman felt that the MWSP should consist of work stu-
dy efforts and seminars. A total of four seminars were to be
taught. They were Theoretical Foundation and Change in Educa-
tion, Strategies of Educational Change and Techniques of Plan-
ning, Educational Change and Simulations, and Evaluation Theory.
Internships were to earn the students four credits each
semester. The entire program, according to the proposal, would
last nine months. After a minor disagreement between the OPPC
staff and Beckman's team as to the length of the program, the
planning proposal was changed to extend the MWSP to two years.4
3Paul Marsh, Personal Files, containing materials (prelimi-
nary plan, final proposal, reports to the United States Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development) on the planning and im-
plementation of the Minority Work Study Program of the State of
Massachusetts, June 1970-March 1971.
4 Ibid.
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In addition to internships, the interns would also become
acquainted with the history of city planning through lectures
on social and physical planning.
Problems, however, delayed the planning of the program to
such an extent that, as of May 1971, the program was not in
operation. Many of the problems experienced by planners of the
MWSP were similar to those experienced by the MC City Planning
Staff. For example, one major problem in planning the MWSP was
to find out exactly the type of program HUD wanted. HUD also
did not specify whom the program was to train. HUD officials
had hinted that they wanted "disadvantaged" persons to be train-
ed, whereas OPPC personnel wanted to plan a program to train
Blacks and Puerto Ricans. HUD further complicated matters by
not defining "disadvantaged."
The MWSP, like the CPTP, was haunted by disorganization.
The Regional Office of HUD in Massachusetts was undergoing ex-
tensive reorganization. Therefore, correspondence concerning
the MWSP had to be conducted through the National HUD headquar-
ters. National HUD offices were also undergoing reorganization.
As a result, correspondence between OPPC and HUD was a long and
tedious process. Many times, HUD and OPPC did not receive each
other's memorandums. Others were delayed. Replies were also
delayed. Unfortunately, the clarification of the program re-
quirements and wishes of HUD were so difficult to obtain that
more than the three month time period allotted for planning was
needed to plan the MWSP. Mr. Beckman and his staff finished the
MWSP planning proposal in September 1970. However, arguments
concerning changes in the program still occur at the present
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time.
Like Model Cities, the planning staff of the MWSP also ex-
perienced personnel difficulties, which handicapped the plan-
ning of the program. One of the young Planning Interns suffered
from personal problems, which prevented him from being present
at his employment site. These problems also rendered him in-
effective when present. Thus, only two persons planned and re-
vised aspects of the MWSP proposal.
Also, Mr. Beckman and Mr. Paul Marsh, a Planner with OPPC,
who wrote the original plan and was in charge of the planning
of the MWSP prior to Mr. Beckman's being hired, disagreed on
many aspects of the program. Their disagreements will be dis-
cussed later in the chapter.
The planners of the MWSP also encountered financial diffi-
culties. For example, HUD decided that the MWSP should be
planned to accommodate a $62,000 budget, Two thirds of this
money would come from HUD, however, the remaining one third was
to be raised by the OPPC. The OPPC presented a revised budget
to HUD in July, projecting that the MWSP would cost approximate-
ly $115,000 per year to run. The trainees would be given finan-
cial aid of $8,600 each per year. HUD approved the budget. The
most difficult task was finding foundations to contribute to
the MWSP.
Foundations were hesitant to fund the MWSP in a year, in
which there were Federal cutbacks in spending on education.
Most foundation officers were more willing to contribute to al-
ready established programs. Also, the MWSP was not viewed fa-
vorably by potential funding foundations, because the program
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was to be controlled by the OPPC office. The OPPC office is a
government office, and some foundations may not make contribu-
tions directly to the government by law. To receive funds from
certain foundations, the MWSP would have to be accepted and ap-
proved by a university, and the money would have to be donated
to the university.
Like in the case of the CPTP, this was complicated by the
refusal of the University of Massachusetts to accept the MWSP
proposal as written. The program was to train both "disadvan-
taged" minority group bachelor degree holders and non-degree
holders. The University of Massachusetts' requirements for en-
trance to the university at the graduate level state that appli-
cants must have bachelor's degrees to be admitted. The Univer-
sity of Massachusetts refused to admit persons without bachelor's
degrees, allow them to carry a lighter course load than regular
students, then grant them Master's degrees. This was essential-
ly what OPPC was asking for. The University officials and the
OPPC staff would not compromise on any points. Thus, the pro-
gram has not been approved by the University of Massachusetts,
cannot begin operation, and has no funds to match those from HUD.
HUD has also decided not to release any more money for spend-
ing on the MWSP, until the OPPC finds a foundation to match funds.
Another problem, handicapping the initiation of the MWSP,
is the refusal of the OPPC staff to consider any university other
than the University of Massachusetts to provide the course work.
The Foundation representatives, Mr. Beckman, and the author of
this paper could not rationalize the choice of the University
of Massachusetts School of Education to provide the course work,
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and award degrees in planning. Mr. Marsh insisted that the MWSP
courses be provided by this institution. He continually stated
during interviews that this department would confer Master's
Degrees in City Planning upon the interns. Skillful interro-
gation exposed the fact that the Department of Education of the
University of Massachusetts does not grant planning degrees, but
does grant master's degrees in education. The Department of
Education offers few, if any, courses in planning. Those courses
offered are in educational planning, not city planning. Knowing
this, why would the OPPC staff jeopardize the approval and fund-
ing of the program by trying to talk department officials into
accepting a program that really should be hosted by a city plan-
ning school? Mr. Marsh could only answer with dislike of the
traditional graduate planning schools and their methods. Al-
though he also stated that the School of Education was chosen,
because most of the OPPC activities dealt heavily with city
planning for educational facilities, and because he could seek
funds from both city planning and education foundations, if the
program was in the School of Education. This reasoning proved
wrong, for the Ford Foundation reacted negatively to a city
planning education program, being placed in a graduate school
of education.5
It might have been more sensible for the OPPC to negoti-
ate with a traditional planning school, even at the cost of
compromising some aspects of the program. Then, the interns
would have been able to sample the traditional methods of city
5 Ibid.
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planner training and the newer methods, offered by the MWSP.
If not in a planning school, the MWSP would have more sensibly
located, if it had been located in a school of urban affairs or
government.
The MWSP was unlike the CPTP in that the MWSP planners
were experienced in planning educational programs. Mr. Beck-
man and his Planning Interns and Mr. Marsh had planned education-
al and training programs prior to working on the MWSP proposal.
Many of the problems of disorganization in planning the CPTP
did not occur in the planning of the MWSP proposal. Staff mem-
bers were constantly meeting to discuss and evaluate the plan-
ning of the program. There was constant communication by means
of memorandums and letters between planners and the OPPC staff.
The MWSP did not suffer from the problem of low priority
as did the CPTP. Mr. Beckman and his staff were assigned to
work full time and solely on the MWSP proposal and details. The
MWSP received constant supervision and control.
Fortunately, the OPPC staff feels that recruiting students
and enrolling them in seminars without the program being accept-
ed by the University of Massachusetts and funded would be dis-
honest, in that the agency would be giving the students' needs
very low priority. A move of this nature would lower the cred-
ibility of the OPPC staff with the Black and Puerto Rican com-
munities. OPPC staff would prefer to wait and implement the
program when funding and the granting of degrees could be as-
sured. The chances of minority planners being produced by the
MWSP within the next few years, are practically non-existent, if
one uses the current status of the MWSP plan as an indicator.6
6Marsh, Interview, loc. cit.
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VII. THE RECRUITMENT OF MINORITY STUDENTS BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF URBAN STUDIES AND PLANNING OF
THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
During the first semester of the 1969-1970 academic year,
the Policy Committee of the Urban Studies and Planning Depart-
ment of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology reviewed ad-
mission policies of the Department. The committee proposed,
with no significant dissension, that one fourth of the 1970-
1971 incoming class be composed of minority group members.
Former chairman, Professor John Tasker Howard, M. C. P., may
have captured the feelings of the committee when he stated that,
"This decision reflects the feeling that a professional city
planner will not be effective unless he is accepted by those
persons for which he is working, whether it be through color or
speech."1 The decision was accepted by other students and fac-
ulty.
The decision was made to recruit more minority students,
however, methods by which this goal was to be accomplished were
left undefined. Thus, two black members of the Committee, Miss
Portia Smith and Mr. Joseph Brevard, began an extensive, un-
planned campaign to notify prospective Black and Mexican appli-
cants of MIT's wish to accept more minority students. With the
aid of Mrs. Madelyn Euvrard, the department secretary, Miss Smith
and Mr. Brevard prepared a flyer and letters to be sent to Black
college officials, Black Student Union heads (of predominantly
1 Howard, loc. cit.
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white schools) and social service agencies in the north-east
section of the United States.2
Communications with these sources yielded approximately
sixty applications from minority group members. Minority group
members were defined as Black, Spanish speaking, Chinese, Japa-
nese, and American Indian.3 Approximately one half of the ap-
plications were from young women, wishing to study city plan-
ning. The majority of applicants were either from southern
colleges or had extensive backgrounds in community organization.
Some of these students had grades over the "B" level.4
In early March 1970, the five Black students already stu-
dying in the Planning Department, were allowed to make prelim-
inary judgments concerning which of the sixty applicants would
be offered admission.5
The Black students, knowing the Department's concern for
training minority planners who could relate to problems and the
residents of the inner city, tended to give preference to stu-
dents who came from very poor backgrounds and who had much prac-
tical community experience. However, good solid academic back-
grounds were not overlooked.
The decision of the student committee was not final. Their
2Interview with Miss Portia Smith, Student in the Depart-
ment of Urban Studies and Planning of the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, April 10, 1971
3Howard, loc. cit.
4 Interview with Mr. Joseph Brevard, Student of the Depart-
ment of Urban Studies and Planning of the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, April 10, 1971.
5Howard, loc. cit.
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choices had to be approved by a faculty committee, before any
offers of admission could be made. Fifteen of the sixty stu-
dents were chosen by the Black students, approved by the faculty
committee, and offered admission to the Class of 1973. All of
the students were given tuition money and approximately $1,800
in stipend money each.6
The recruitment effort during the 1969-1970 school year
received no formal name from the Planning Department. Since
community experience and background rather than a strong aca-
demic record enabled these persons to be offered admission by
MIT, in many cases, the academic records of the incoming minority
students were not as impressive as students already studying in
the Department. However, the Department did feel that these
students could complete the academic requirements necessary to
earn Master of City Planning Degrees. The effort is now called,
"recruitment of effective representatives of heretofore underre-
"7
presented constituencies.
The MIT recruitment effort progressed more smoothly than
the OPPC and Model Cities efforts, because MIT is an education-
al institution, whose first priority is educating city planners.
MIT, unlike OPPC and MC, did not have to satisfy a great consti-
tuency, nor did they have an extended bureaucracy, wrought with
power struggles. Only the agreement of faculty and students was
needed to initiate the recruitment effort. As a result, there
6 Proceedings of the Meeting of Black Students of the Depart-
ment of Urban Studies and Planning of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, to choose the incoming Black Population of the
Class of 1973, February 1970.
7 Howard, loc. cit.
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was no lengthy planning period, no prolonged negotiations for
power, for the plan was an effort of only one institution.
MC and OPPC ran into difficulties when they tried to chal-
lenge educational traditions by seeking admittance of non-degreed
persons into graduate schools. OPPC and MC, supposedly repre-
senting the poor, had to make these challenges, for this was
what their constituencies expected. MIT, on the other hand,
did not have this "image" problem.
Also, unlike OPPC, MIT did not have to spend time search-
ing for funds.
MIT, unlike OPPC and Model Cities, had their curricula of
city planning already established. Therefore, they had no prob-
lem deciding what skills their students should acquire and by
which methods this could be achieved.
The lack of these problems enabled the Department of Urban
Studies and Planning to plan and initiate their effort within
a three month period. As a result, MIT had more time to con-
centrate on making preparations to welcome the new class.
This effort differed from the two previously discussed pro-
grams, in that no separate method was planned to train these
minority planners. They were to take the same courses and were
expected to meet the same requirements for earning a degree as
the other Master's Degree candidates. The new students were all
college graduates who, the Department felt, could be successful
in the department without extensive tutoring.
The MIT effort was not without problems. The most impor-
tant negative factor, working against this effort, was the lack
of time available for planning and implementing the recruitment
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procedure. Mr. Brevard and Miss Smith had only one month to
complete their operation, but were successful, because they
committed most of their free time (when not in classes) to the
project.
Also, when some caucasian students learned that financial
aid was being guaranteed to each incoming Black student, they
were fearful that limited Department resources would leave them
with little or no financial aid. The Planning Department heads
dispelled this rumor by making financial aid accessible to all
needy students. 8
Nine of the fifteen minority students accepted the offer
for admission for the 1970-1971 academic year. Thus far, none
have had serious academic problems. 9 During each year, MIT ac-
quaints its planning students with many local advocate planning,
social planning, and physical planning agencies, for which they
can volunteer and receive on the job decision making training,
in housing, social and political planning, zoning, housing and
architecture.
Perhaps, the most important reason for the success of the
MIT effort is that the first priority of the Department of Ur-
ban Studies and Planning is to educate planners to work in all
types of communities, while the staffs of OPPC and MC were more
or less half-heartedly complying with the wishes of their supe-
riors (OPPC = HUD, Model Cities City Planning Staff = Model Cities
high level administrators) and trying to spend excess money.
8 Howard, loc. cit.
9 Brevard, loc. cit.
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The MIT effort will probably produce more and better Black
and minority group planners at a faster rate, simply because
students who enter MIT to study are enrolled in a more secure
effort to train planners.
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VIII. CITY PLANNING EDUCATION: WHICH METHOD IS BEST?
After careful analysis of the successes and failures of the
previously described training efforts, the author has drawn cer-
tain conclusions. First, an educational institution whose first
priority is education could be more successful in planning and
initiating an effort to train planners for the inner city than
a social service agency, which is deeply entrenched in politics
and pleasing a large constituency. The unsuccessful Model Cities
and OPPC efforts suggest this.
Of the three efforts, the MIT recruitment procedure will
provide city planners at the earliest date, for MIT's students
come to the institute with bachelor's degrees. They can earn
adequate money on a part-time basis to take care of student ex-
penses and need only the MCP Degree to become planners. By
choosing to train persons who lack a college background, who
(because of their lack of training) cannot earn a high part-
time salary, and who need considerable orientation and counsel-
ing for college adjustment, Model Cities and OPPC had to plan
special courses, spend more money and hire additional personnel
to provide these services. These efforts called for more time
consuming planning than the MIT recruitment procedure.
Also, since MIT is an educational institution, the persons
responsible for the idea to train sensitized planners did not
have the time consuming task of negotiating with educational in-
stitutions to grant degrees to persons who have no bachelor's
degrees.
The author feels that, if training competent planners to
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work in the inner city is as urgently needed as some social ser-
vice agencies say, then the procedure which produces more of
these planners sooner should be favored.
The author feels that any institution or agency, exploring
the possibility of training city planners to work in the central
city, must decide, if special planners are really needed in the
inner city. Unlike Model Cities, the author feels that inner
city areas need city planners with special training in planning
social services and with a special sensitivity to the residents.
That inner city residents respond better to planners with these
qualities, was witnessed by the author in community meetings in
the summer of 1970. Her concern was a social one. The concern
of the former Chairman of the Department of Urban Studies and
Planning at MIT was a professional one. "The city planning pro-
fession, to be effective, must be flexible enough to plan in
all types of neighborhood," he felt.1
The institution, planning to train planners, must also de-
cide how urgently planners are needed in the central city. The
introduction of this paper stressed the need for minority plan-
ners NOW' The tone of urgency expressed by Model Cities and
the OPPC stressed that inner city areas cannot afford to wait
four or five years for minority groups to proceed through the
usual channels to become planners. Yet, the programs they
planned were for residents only. Unfortunately, it would take
most residents of inner city communities five years or more to
become planners, even if many of the usual requirements are
1Howard, loc. cit.
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waived, for these people are very poorly educated.
Since community agencies have a dual problem of seeking
more competent professionals, while helping their residents
first, the author feels that a public agency would not be a
good sponsor for a program to train planners. Since urgency is
what is needed, people who need as little training as possible
must be utilized. MIT did this. An educational institution,
detached from any particular inner city neighborhood, is much
freer to recruit persons from all over the country.
To combat the sense of urgency for planners, the institu-
tion must then decide which is the fastest way to produce com-
petent city planners. The routes taken by OPPC and MC were
surely not the swiftest, for they were not only trying to train
planners, but to bring about social change. If training plan-
ners rapidly is, what is needed, then, the longer processes of
trying to change institutions might have to be curtailed for a
brief time, unless the sponsors of the training effort have
enough funds to pay the expenses of the students plus donate
enough money to universities to make them reconsider admitting
non-degreed students for graduate work. Although the situation
does not have to be an "either-or" proposition, it could con-
ceivably become one for training program sponsors who do not
have an abundance of funds. Thus, the inner city community
leaders might have to wait until enough minority city planners
are being trained to change the policies of city planning schools
from within. The inner city agencies have little power with
which to force city planning schools to train what they con-
sider unprepared community residents. In some instances,
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community leaders might be able to influence planning school
officials to accept non-degreed persons for graduate study by
charging that planning schools have not prepared persons for
work in the inner city in the past. However, trying to arouse
a guilt complex, is not always effective.
The author feels that planning schools can best solve the
problem. The author suspects that MIT and other graduate schools
recruiting minority students was not only a result of a recog-
nition that more minority planners were needed, but also the re-
sult of a desire to maintain a liberal image. These planning
schools could strengthen their liberal images even more so, by
joining with national private foundations to train planners.
The author has learned that many national organizations
give donations each year to schools who train minority persons
for work in the inner city. Branches of the National Urban
League, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, and minority fraternal organizations (Negro Sororities
and Fraternities) are a few such organizations. Although many
do not have housing or city planning departments on the nation-
al level, they do employ city planners in their sociology, edu-
cation and recreation departments and on the local level. The
author has learned, by being a member of some of these organiza-
tions, that they are more interested in helping educate persons
for work in the inner city, than in challenging the academic
2
hierarchy.2
2During interviews for employment in New Orleans, La., the
author learned that the Urban League donates money to educational
institutions to educate young Blacks in various professions. Also,
through her membership in a national Negro Sorority, the author
has learned that minority fraternal organizations also donate
money to educational institutions.
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Working together, these organizations and planning schools
might be able to increase the number of persons trained to work
as city planners in the inner city.
The author proposes a program by which a graduate school
chooses ten to fifteen minority applicants whom they were not
able to grant admission due to lack of finances or accommodations,
and ask one or several of these organizations mentioned to spon-
sor a student. In return for a sponsorship, the student would
sign a contract, stipulating that he will work as a city plan-
ner during the summer, between academic years, and for one year
following graduation at a site to be decided by the sponsor, at
the starting salary for city planners, employed at the same site.
The student would receive from the sponsor tuition and a
$1,700 stipend for two years. Each participant could benefit
by this joint effort. The graduate schools, upon publicizing
the transaction, could strengthen their liberal reputations
for training planners for the inner city, without lowering
academic standards.
Some organizations mentioned have difficulty competing with
private agencies for professional planners. Many of them pay
$9,000 to $10,000 per year starting salary as compared to
$12,000 for many private firms.3 Thus, many of these organiza-
tions spend thousands of dollars, sending staff members to school
to study planning on the undergraduate and then the graduate lev-
el. This effort would result in the organization's receiving
planning labor.
3Clarence Barney, Executive Director of the New Orleans Ur-
ban League, New Orleans, Louisiana. Interview, April 7, 1971.
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The author feels that graduate schools of planning might
prefer to use this program in addition to their usual recruit-
ment and admission of graduate minority students, because it
would involve less political negotiation than experienced by
the planners of the CPTP and the MWSP. The graduate schools
would simply be bringing two groups (students and organizations)
together who are in need of each other's services. The graduate
schools would have to be cautious enough, not to try to accommo-
date more students than their staffs would be capable of hand-
ling.
A plan of this nature eliminates many of the conflicts of
politics and bureaucracy which occurred in the planning of the
CPTP and the MWSP, for the author feels that none of the parti-
cipants would have to be pressured or coerced into participa-
tion, for each would have so much to gain.
Hopefully, an effort of this nature and other efforts to
train city planners will be attempted and studied. The success
and failures of these must be exposed, so as to give institu-
tions who wish to plan training programs for city planners,
information that their negotiators and planners might utilize.
Knowledge concerning new methods of training city planners
must be explored and analyzed. In this paper, the author has
attempted to contribute to this knowledge.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Administration (Model Cities)
Chief of Physical Planning
City Planning Officials
City Planning Staff
Community City Planning
Training Program
Model Cities
Minority Work Study Program
Office of Planning and Program
Coordination
= Administrator and Deputy
Administrator
= Mr. Edward Teitcher
= Mr. Teitcher, Mr. Schiffrin
= Low ranking members of Depart-
ment, Miss Jones, three junior
planners.
= CPTP
= MC
= MWSP
OPPC
